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the aerial eye
This newsletter is produced by the

Aerial Photography Committee of the
American Kitefliers Association.  It is
our goal to publish quarterly, in
February, May, August, and November, .

Single copies and subscriptions
(including back issues) are available to
AKA members and non-members alike,
under the following fee schedule:

single 4 issues
AKA $4.00 $14.00
overseas $5.50 $20.00

Non-AKA $5.00 $19.00
overseas $6.50 $25.00

Domestic subscriptions will be
mailed by first class mail; overseas
subscriptions  (i.e., outside North
America) will be mailed by air.

Advertising is available in modules of
2.25 inches wide by 1.25 inches high, at
$20.00 per module, payable in advance.
Advertising in which aggressively
competitive pricing is featured will not
be accepted; call if you have questions
or need more info.  Camera-ready copy
is not necessary, but is acceptable if it
meets the above criteria. Copy deadline
is the first of the month of publication.
Contact Craig Wilson.
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now’s the time
From the beginning, this publication has

depended on two-way communication.
It’s a clearing house for KAP ideas, with
the content for the most part submitted
by the readers.  The new editorial team
will have their hands full learning how to
get the journal into print, so now more
than ever, your articles and photos are
needed.

Text via email or on 3.5" (9cm) high-den-
sity disk (Mac or IBM in ASCII text format)
is preferred, but typed text or handwritten
letters are welcome too.  Likewise, dia-
grams in PICT, GIF, JPEG, or TIFF formats are
best, but pen drawings, preferably on
white paper, will work as well.

Photos may be sent as negatives, prints
or slides, or by email attachments in JPEG,
TIFF, or GIF formats.  We can also read
Kodak PhotoCD, or 3.5" high-density disks.
Please scan your pictures at 200 - 300 dpi.
We'll keep the prints unless you direct
otherwise, but return all negatives, disks,
CDs, and slides—eventually.

Send everything to Craig Wilson or
Chuck Henderson at the addresses below.
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one last issue
by CRAIG WILSON

Stairway to Heaven
by Ulrich Monsees

This picture was taken on May 31, 1998,
at the annual Burhave Kite Festival which
always lasts from Friday afternoon to Mon-
day evening. Time enough to meet old and
new friends and go KAPing.

The festival takes place nearby a camp-
ing site, so the kiters could use the show-
ers etc, too.

The wind was coming from the seaside
and just right for my 3-meter Dopero [see

æ 1.3 or 3.3]. I used my modified mju II [æ
4.2, page 24] with Kodak Gold 100 film.

After walking around with the kite at my
belt I got closer and closer to the centi-
pede. I put the HoVer-rig with the endless
kite line at the right altitude and Dieter
Layh, the owner of the purple centipede,
told me when I was just over the kite to
get it.

I think it was good cooperation.

•æ

Well, here we are.  This is Brooks’ last
issue, and I want to say thank you to him
and congratulations on a job very well
done.

I also want to remind you that for this
journal to continue we will need to hear
from you with stories and photos.  Chuck
and I have agreed to edit and publish the
aerial eye, but not to write the entire thing.

With that said, I would like to invite you
to take a look at your KAP experience and
find a story to share with our readers.  In
particular, I would like to hear from the
folks that, to date, have not contributed to
the AE.

I think a nice subject to look at with this
“first” issue (for Chuck and me) would be
First KAP Experiences.  I would love to hear
about how you came to be interested in
KAP, how you designed or acquired your
equipment, and how you felt about those

first tentative steps of lifting your camera
up for that first magical view.

Please be sure that those of you who are
not using the state-of-the-art, top-of-the-
line, cutting-edge equipment still have
much to contribute.  Whether you are us-
ing a Nikon or a disposable camera, you
can still tell us your views about the cre-
ative process and the adventure of lifting a
camera with a kite.

In this issue we are taking a look at
transmitters.  I too have been working on a
new one, but as of this writing it is not
complete enough to give a report of its air-
worthiness.  I am always astounded by the
level of ability, creativity, and effort that go
into KAP and as an example, Frank Louwers
of Belgium describes a beautiful program-
mable transmitter in this issue [page 9].

Read on and enjoy.
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building a rig for the rebel
by JON TRAER, MD, Townsend, Georgia

Qualities of the SLR Canon Rebel X mak-
ing it suitable for KAP have been well cov-
ered by Steve Eisenhauer (æ 3.4, p.6 ). I
won’t repeat them here, except to mention
three features of the Rebel X that make
cradle design for this camera fairly simple.
These features are a sturdy flash shoe on
top of the camera body, a tripod screw
socket on the camera bottom, and provi-
sion for a remote shutter release switch
(Canon accessory, about $20).

The cradle is an all-aluminum design
suspended by a friction-dampened pendu-
lum that swings from a spine directly at-
tached to the kite line. Shutter release and
360-degree pan are by radio-controlled ser-
vos. Tilt is manual. The cradle also has a
manual format axis; a change from hori-
zontal to vertical format requires only sec-
onds.

The rig is relatively heavy at 2 lbs, 8 oz
[1.14 kg] ready-to-fly with Canon 35-80 mm
lens and hood. However, I consider weight
a possible advantage for a pendulum-sus-
pended rig. More about weight (and wind)
later.

MATERIALS & COMPONENTS

Flat non-tempered aluminum stock, 3/4"
x 1/8", was used on all components, except
the shutter switch stop (6), made from 3/4"
x 1/16" aluminum flat stock. “Unused” por-
tions of some brackets have been removed
and numerous weight-reduction holes have
been drilled in the aluminum flat stock;
however, this is not essential and results in
minimal (1.7 oz ) weight reduction. It is also
difficult and time consuming unless you
have a fairly complete home workshop.

Aluminum Pop® rivets, 1/8"D x 3/8", are
used to secure most cradle components to
the main frame. The tilt and format axis
pivots are 5/8" x 1/4"-20 stainless steel car-
riage bolts, secured by wing nuts. Note: The
square portion of these bolt shanks (just
beneath the carriage bolt head ) are ideal
to press-fit into a round hole in the alumi-
num; this creates a stud that won’t spin
when you tighten or loosen the wing nuts.

The two-channel R/C components are
from JR “beat Gear”  XA2C-2S made by Ja-
pan Remote Control Co. Ltd. Servos are at-
tached to their brackets with 4-40 x 1/2"
socket-head cap screws. The remote shut-
ter switch is secured to the top side of (5)
with Velcro® and a plastic wire tie. Velcro
also attaches the shutter switch to its stop
(6).

The radio receiver is secured to the bot-
tom surface of (5) with plastic wire ties.
The battery pack (4 AA alkaline) is attached
with Velcro to pinion shaft support (4). The
on-off switch is attached to the rear (left
side) of the pan servo with epoxy.

The antenna wire is threaded through a
small semi-rigid polyethylene tube which is
secured with Velcro to the rear of the radio
receiver on the right side. An overhand
knot was tied in the very tip end of the
antenna wire to keep it from pulling back
through the tube.

MAIN FRAME & BRACKETS

The main frame (7) was made first by
bending two 90 degree angles in the flat
stock to produce an upside-down “U” with
inside dimensions of 6-7/8" horizontal by 4-
3/8" for each of the vertical “legs”. The cen-
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ter pinion shaft/servo support bracket (4)
was formed next; the top leg is 7/8", the
vertical portion 1-1/4", and the bottom leg
1-5/8" measured inside. The longer 1-5/8"
leg of (4) is then passed under the main
frame (7), exactly centered side-to-side,
squared, and attached to the main frame
with rivets.

Rivet heads should be on the bottom,
slightly countersunk so heads don’t pro-
trude, and placed so they will not be too

close to the pan axis (i.e. so they won’t be
drilled out or damaged when the pan axis
holes are drilled).

The pan axis holes are nominally 1/4",
but should be precision drilled (with drill
press) to the exact diameter of the pan axis
(pinion shaft) bolt used. Nominally, the pan
axis (pinion shaft) bolt used here was a
stainless steel hex head 1/4"-20 x 2-1/2",
though it required a 15/64" hole for a per-

Continued on page 6
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fect wobble-free fit. Only un-threaded por-
tions of this bolt shank should contact alu-
minum.

A 1-9/16" length of flat stock (which will
become the left servo support bracket) is
temporarily clamped to the main frame in
the approximate position shown in figure 1.
Likewise a 3-1/8" length of flat stock, to
become bracket (5), is temporarily clamped
to the right side of the main frame. A trial
fit of the pan and shutter servos was done
by moving, and re-clamping , brackets (3)
and (5) as needed for proper fit.

The pan servo must fit exactly between
(3) and (4), and shutter servo between (4)
and (5). Note: For both servos, the long ser-
vo dimension is oriented transversely, and
output shafts should be on top and toward
the right.  Once the exact location of brack-
ets (3) and (5) has been established, mark
their positions on the bottom of the main
frame, then un-clamp and remove (3) and
(5) from the main frame.

PAN GEARS & SERVO

The composite 48-pitch 22-tooth pan
pinion gear (Traxxas Inc., Part No.  1995, 22
T ) is reamed to a slightly snug fit on the 1/
4" diameter of the pan axis bolt. This bolt is

passed thru a nylon washer, then into
the frame and pinion gear from below,
as shown in the side view drawing in
figure 1. This bolt is secured on top
with a non-locking 1/4"-20 stainless
“jam” nut with nylon washer beneath
it.

Next install the pan servo gear. This
gear is a nylon 48-pitch 87-tooth gear
(Robinson Racing Products Inc., Part
No. RRP 2087), and can be bolted with
miniature pan head bolts (4-40 x 5/16")
directly to the dual arm servo horn
supplied with the servo. Note: It’s best
to have the arms of the servo horn on

the top side of the pan gear—just be sure
the gear is exactly centered on the servo
output shaft axis before bolting to the
arms.

Re-clamp bracket (3) to its previously
marked position on the main frame, then
slide in the the pan servo (with gear at-
tached). Vertically align the two gears by
moving the pinion gear up or down its
shaft as needed, then epoxy the pinion to
the shaft. Avoid getting any epoxy in the
fine teeth of the gears.

With rivet heads on top of (7), rivet (3) to
the main frame at the previously-made
marks, bolt the pan servo in place, and cut
off the unused aft left rear corner of (3).
Note slotted holes in (3) and (4) for the pan
servo bolts. This permits precise adjust-
ment of the pan gear mesh tension. The
gears need to be fully meshed, but not
under so much tension that smooth free
rotation is hindered.

SHUTTER CONTROLS & RECEIVER:

A 1-1/2" x 1/2" portion of the aft end of
(5) is removed leaving a “tongue” 1-1/2"
long and 1/4" wide. Position this tongue as
shown in figure #1. Component (5) is then
permanently installed with rivets (heads on
top side). Place the shutter servo, oriented

Continued from page 5
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as previously, between (4) and (5) and bolt
it in place.

Install the radio receiver on the bottom
surface of the tongue with two wire ties
(receiver connectors and crystal are aft
facing in, antenna wire exits to the front).
Shorten the wire of the Canon remote
switch to a 13" length (solder and apply
heat-shrink tubing at the joints). Mount the
shutter switch with 1/4" wide strips of Vel-
cro to the top side of the tongue of (5). The
switch button should be over the main
frame and facing in (toward the pan axis).

Install a one-armed servo horn on the
shutter servo and pad it with a vinyl (kite
spar) cap. Adjust everything so that the
padded servo arm will strike the center of
the remote switch button when that servo
is activated. Using 1/16" x 3/4" flat alumi-
num stock fashion a small L-shaped stop (6)
and connect it to the top surface of the
main frame with rivets. After bending the
vertical portion of the stop (6) to match the
curved contour of the switch, apply Velcro
between the stop (6) and the body of the
remote switch. When all is aligned, a third,
longer wire tie is placed to encircle both
shutter switch and radio receiver below.

BUILDING FORMAT & TILT FRAMES:

The format frame (9) is inserted into the
camera’s flash shoe on top, and secured to
the camera bottom by tripod screw. The
format frame is a “U” on its side, with 90
degree bends. By vertical inside measure-
ment it is 3-9/16" tall with two equal hori-
zontal legs 1-1/4".

The forward-pointing end of the top hori-
zontal leg must be reduced in thickness
and tapered to fit the inside dimensions of
the Canon Rebel X flash shoe. A belt sander
and file were used to gradually thin and
taper this area. With batteries out of the
camera, gradual thinning and test-insertion
of the taper into the flash shoe was done

until a perfect slightly snug full-depth inser-
tion was possible. The central 1/4" of the
taper (see figure #1) is removed to avoid
shorting flash shoe contacts.

Drill a centered 1/4" hole 1-1/2" above
the bottom of the vertical portion of the
format bracket, and press in the format
axis bolt, threads pointing aft. Note: With
this frame (9) installed (taper fully inserted)
on the camera, check final adjustment of
the bends, then exactly mark and drill a 1/
4" hole for the tripod screw. The tripod
screw is a stainless steel 1/4"-20 x 5/16"
socket head cap screw pressed in to a plas-
tic knob (Small Parts Inc., Part No. R-TSK-14).

Possibly due to the tightness of compo-
nent fit, and/or weight of the rig, line vibra-
tions don’t seem to affect image quality, or
loosen the tripod screw or axis wing nuts;
however, as an in-flight precaution you may
want to tape the tripod screw after tight-
ening, and center punch (slightly flare) the

Continued on page 26
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the computerised transmitter
by FRANK LOUWERS, Sleidinge, Belgium

I started KAPing in 1990 and build my
first radio-controlled rig a few years later. I
had found a good Futaba/Robbe transmit-
ter that worked extremely well. It had up
to 8 channels, which was more than I
needed, and I had a picture counter in-
stalled in it.

Its behaviour was straightforward: what-
ever stick movement you did, it was just
transmitted “as is” to the receiver up there.
This makes it very easy to understand
what your rig is going to do, of course, and
I was happy and took some very nice pic-
tures with it over the years.

However by reading a bit about modern
programmable transmitters, I began to feel
some itches: oh I bet this could be useful
for that, that could be used to control this,
etc.

I had a chance to think those itches over
when I sold my rig, transmitter and all, to a
reader of æ! There I was left without a sys-
tem, just four weeks prior to a holiday in
the Caribbean! So I worked very hard
(mostly nights) to get a new rig ready.

I finally decided to make the step (and
the investment, ooch) and buy a state of
the art programmable computerised radio
transmitter.

I bought a German-made Graupner (asso-
ciated with the US brand JR) model MC24. It
offers enormous possibilities for program-
ming, as it is geared towards all modeling
disciplines (speed, aerobatics, precision...)
for all types of aircraft (gliders, motorised
planes, helicopters) and boats.

Now this programming is not so simple if
you are completely new to this type of
transmitter as I was, and time was too

short to do anything about it before this
first holiday. I just used it as I did my old
transmitter, and it proved (of course) to be
very precise and easy to handle.

TRICKS & POSSIBILITIES

Over the next few months I got into pro-
gramming this thing, and it begins to
dawn...! So I will just tell you about some of
the things I have discovered and am using.
I am sure that, given more time, I will add
little tricks and use more functions, as
there are indeed many, many features and
possibilities!

By the way, I found out that there is a
difference between European and Ameri-
can philosophy in this programmability!

It seems the computerised transmitters
in the US have more features pre-pro-
grammed to a certain type of craft. You
buy a model designed for use with a heli-
copter, or one for a plane, and most of the
sticks, sliders and switches have a fixed
function. You can still change parameters
of a function, but not the switch by which
you activate it!

The European models are more freely
programmable: you buy a “general” trans-
mitter and then program the functions and
assign them to switches, sticks etc. It does
mean you have to do more yourself, but I
feel this European approach is better suited
to KAP needs.

A first big advantage is that you can
store different “models”, 40 in my case.
Thus I can assign a model to each of my
different rigs (currently I have three) and
give them names. It is like having different
transmitters for the rigs: you call up a rig by
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its name, and voilà! Everything is automati-
cally adjusted for this rig: which servo does
what, turns in what direction, has what
trim settings, turns at what speed (see be-
low), how are the mixers (see below) pro-
grammed, etc.

Actually different model designations
can be assigned to the same rig, e.g. when
you want to try out different settings, or
when you carry different cameras with the
same rig, or when you have more than one
lens that you can fit on the camera/rig
combo. You can erase models, copy fea-
tures of one into another, etc. You could
even link the transmitter to your PC and
store or design models there (if you pay for
the interface card!)

Another very useful feature is that you
can set each servo’s speed: by lowering the
speed of the pan servo I lower the inertia
of the rig and therefore the strain on the
gears for the 360° servo, without having to
resort to extreme gear ratios.

The possibility to limit or extend the
maximum deflection of each servo is also
very useful, as the possible end-points are
greater than on non-computerised trans-
mitters, even when using the same receiv-
ers and servos! This is handy for the tilt
servo: it can now easily range from above
horizontal to vertical.

MIXING IT UP

A fundamental notion in programmable
transmitters is the idea of “mixing.” Basical-
ly this means that if I push this stick or slid-
er, then it will move a servo according to a
curve (linear or exponential) that can be
freely programmed, including its zero
point. This mixing can then be activated
while in flight by flipping a switch on the
transmitter.

You can use this as follows. When you
take pictures with a given camera and lens,

you can calculate what tilt angle your cam-
era should have so that the horizon lies a
little above a third from the top of the pic-
ture. This gives a very pleasing landscape
picture. With my 35mm film camera and a
28mm lens this angle happens to be -12°.

If you want to focus more on a specific
feature of the surroundings, it is better to
have the horizon just out of the picture.
Again you can calculate the angle for your
camera and lens. (-23.2° in the above exam-
ple).

Well, I can program the transmitter so
that in normal conditions the mixing is
100% linear: when I use the tilt slider, it
moves the the tilt servo without any trans-
formation. I thus get the full range of tilting
positions (from +10° to -90°). But when I flip
a switch, the mixing into this tilt servo
channel is no longer linear! The central po-
sition—when the slider is at its mid-point—
is now -12° and by moving the slider either
side of this central position the servo
moves only a little, thus allowing very fine
tuning.

Using the mixing feature, the slider I use
to command tilting makes the servo move,
in one case just as we are used to, in the
other case in a new way and from a differ-
ent but appropriate starting point, auto-
matically at the flip of a switch!

On my model transmitter this concept is
taken even further: I can group different
settings like servo zero points, their re-
sponse curves, mixers, etc; in what are
called “flight phases.” My transmitter allows
six per model. In model planes these phas-
es could be thought of as taking off, nor-
mal flight, acro, landing, etc. In KAP they
can be thought of as presets for different
types of pictures, e.g., horizon at 1/3rd,
horizon just out of the picture, full vertical
down shot, vertical framing, etc.

Continued on page 27
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wb’s OC-KAP-transmitter
by WOLFGANG BIECK, Bad Bevensen, Germany

Before Peter Bults came up with his
modified transmitter [æ 3.1], most KAPers
used units designed for model-remote-
control. Peter showed his repackaged two-
box unit during FLiBB 1996 in Bad Bevens-
en, and I still remember my enthusiasm
about his ingenious idea.

I thought about his idea and decided to
built a One Case KAP-Transmitter.  It allows
fundamental functions for my needs:

1. On-Off-On-switch [SPDT] for controlling
the pan servo’s endless rotation. (Peter’s
technique used a rotary potentiometer.)

2. Tilt from 0° to 90° by potentiometer.

3. Format rotation from horizontal to
vertical by a simple change-over switch.

4. Shutter release by a simple push-but-
ton-switch.

5. Voltage indication

6. On-Off power-switch

7. Battery-charger-socket

8. Antenna-socket for a wire-antenna

The size of the case is 16 cm x 8 cm x  5.5
cm (6.3 x 3.2 x 2.2 inches). For practical use
I sewed a case so I can wear it on my belt.

This solution is one step to develop com-
pact equipment for use in expeditions and
scientific applications of KAP. When I visit-
ed Indonesia in summer ’97, I earned posi-
tive feedback for this idea by biologists of
the universities of Lampung and Jakarta.

•æ
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One of the things I have used a lot while
building r/c KAP rigs, electronic exposure
circuits or r/c Cars, is this servo tester.

It generates the signal that makes the
servo turn, without the need to set up your
transmitter, receiver, or antenna. Also you
only need one set of batteries—the receiv-
er’s.

You just connect the servo tester to the
servo, and by moving the potentiometer on
the servo tester (as you would do on the
transmitter) you can see if the servo

peter’s simple servo tester
by PETER van ERKEL, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

moves. Or if you are building  a rig, you can
see if the rig turns, elevates, activates the
exposure button on the camera, or HoVers,
depending on which servo is connected to
the servo tester.

The heart of this little device is an inte-
grated circuit, the 555 Timer. It generates a
positive pulse between 1 and 2 millisec-
onds, set by the position of the potentiom-
eter, and repeats it every 30 milliseconds.

Over the years my rigs and cars have
changed, but not this little circuit.

•æ
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90 degrees and beyond
by SCOTT KROEGER, Mequon, Wisconsin

A standard r/c servo is designed to pro-
duce approximately 90 degrees of rotation,
often less, for full travel of the control stick.

This isn’t quite enough for the tilt axis of
a KAP camera which should reach from the
horizon to straight down with a little extra
range to accommodate tilt in the camera
platform. While it is possible to construct
mechanical linkages to extend the range,
the easiest and most efficient way is to
simply increase the servo’s inherent travel.

A servo’s position is a function of the
pulse width transmitted to it and the feed-
back potential from the position potenti-
ometer (pot). We can extend servo travel
by increasing the range of transmitted
pulse widths or by decreasing the feedback
from the position pot.

Increasing the range of pulse widths
sent by the transmitter requires intimate
knowledge of the transmitter electronics
and would cause the transmitter to pro-
duce a wider range of servo motion in any
servo it controls. This may be undesirable if
the transmitter is also used for purposes
other than KAP. Alternatively, we can re-
duce the amount of feedback produced by
the position pot in the servo itself.

By placing 2 fixed resistors in parallel
with the servo pot, we can reduce the am-
plitude of the position feedback signal. The
servo will compensate for this reduced
feedback by increasing shaft travel.

HOW TO DO IT

If you don’t know the value of the posi-
tion feedback pot in your servo, you may
be able to measure it with an ohmmeter
(measure across the outside terminals with

the servo unpowered). Every Futaba servo
I’ve seen uses a 5 kilohm pot.

Purchase two miniature fixed resistors of
approximately half the resistance value of
the pot (2.7K for a 5K pot). Carefully solder
one end of each resistor to the outside
terminals of the pot. Then connect the free
ends of the resistors together and to the
central pot terminal (the wiper) with a
short piece of wire or a resistor lead.

Continued on page 29
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I can’t get away from the aerial flyfishing
theme.

With eight kites always in my kite bag, I
select one or a combination to fit the wind
conditions in order to catch a nice photo-
graph. I now consider switching kitelines
too. Per 500 ft. of kiteline: 250 lb. test Da-
cron® line weighs 16 oz.; 300 lb. Kevlar™
weighs 9.5 oz.; 200 lb. Kevlar weighs 6 oz.;
and 100 lb. Kevlar weighs 3 oz.. Dacron has
the most wind resistance, and the thinner
Kevlar lines have progressively less. And
Dacron has the most stretch, stretching
about 2-1/2 times the 300 lb. Kevlar.

The differences in flying characteristics
among these lines is quite significant.

Two months ago my big Stratospool reel,
with 250 lb. test Dacron line on it, was tak-
en out of service for repairs. After five
years of cranking in kiteline under tension
the plywood sides of the spool were
pushed so far apart that I feared the spool
would split in two. If you’re lazy or hurried,
like me, and don’t walk your big kites
down to relieve the tension on the kite
spool, your spool may eventually (or quick-
ly) split or crumble.

I wrote to the manufacturer for a re-
placement spool. In the meantime I
switched to my backup smaller Stratospool
reel with (I assumed) 200 lb. test Kevlar line
on it. Since it took a couple of months to
get the big Stratospool reel back in service,
I made a valuable test of flying with the
lighter thinner Kevlar line.

By writing this article I was forced to
weigh the line and, to my surprise, found
that I had been flying with 100 lb. test line,
not 200 lb. test (I thought it was awfully

thin when I bought it from a discount sup-
plier). I’m lucky to still have my rig and
kites; I unwittingly flew this line on a few
strong wind days.

My conclusions:

1. Kevlar line can be dangerous. It cuts
hands quickly; even with gloves on you
have to be careful.

2. Flying with 100 lb. test Kevlar saves me
13 oz. compared to 250 lb. test Dacron.
That equates to lifting a rig that weighs 13
oz. less. And weight saved on the kite or
line is more important to most KAPers than
weight saved on the rig and camera; a
heavier camera and rig make a more sta-
ble platform that absorbs vibration better,
blows away less and makes possible the
use of slower shutter speeds.

3. 100 lb. test Kevlar has negligible wind
resistance and less stretch compared to
250 lb. Dacron. This means the line is more
taut and seems to vibrate a bit more. But
the vibration is a higher frequency (shorter
wavelength?) than the higher-stretch Da-
cron, and seems to more readily be ab-
sorbed by rubber donuts mounted above
and below the camera cradle [see æ 1.4].

4. Kites fly at a higher angle with the 100
lb. Kevlar line than with the 250 lb. Dacron
line. The added weight and wind resistance
of the Dacron line pulls kites downwind
and earthward; it is similar to adding an
additional tail or drogue. Kevlar’s higher
angle is sometimes an asset and some-
times a liability, but it’s always a factor to
be considered when selecting a kite, rig or
flying style, or when planning how to cap-
ture your subject.

line lessons
by STEVE EISENHAUER

Continued on page 29
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the angel of the north
by SIMON HARBORD, Alford, Aberdeenshire, Scotland

Britain has a new piece of monumental
sculpture erected alongside the A1, En-
gland's old north/south trunk road. The
Angel of the North is a giant steel structure
in the shape of an angel with wings spread
to a span of 200 feet.

Designed by sculptor Antony Gormley, it
was built nearby, in Tyneside, using the
skills of local people. This controversial
sculpture was funded by lottery money
and has, like many large public art projects,
many critics and equally passionate advo-
cates.

The first time I saw an artist’s impression
of the sculpture about a year ago, I knew
that KAP would provide an opportunity to
take unique pictures that could provide
unusual perspectives. The more I thought
of it the more I knew I would have to try.

BIRTH OF AN ANGEL

I had my opportunity at the end of a holi-
day break in England, when we headed
north from Stratford-upon-Avon. By 4:30 as
we neared Tyneside, the sun was edging
round the clouds and the
strong wind had settled to a
fine breeze.

My mounting excitement on
rounding a bend in the A1 to
see the Angel in front of us
was tempered by two things:
Firstly, it was clear that the
sculpture was still surrounded
by scaffolding, as it had been
erected only a couple of
weeks earlier. Secondly, I had
to negotiate the busy A1 traf-
fic to the junction to get to the
car park.

After parking I took a walk to the site,
and had a word with the construction
workers who were just knocking off for the
day, and with the site security man. Permis-
sion was granted to let me onto the con-
struction site.

From a KAP point of view the shoot was
fairly straightforward with steady winds
and good opportunities for unusual angles
and close up shots [below]. I did however
feel a little rushed as the wind and light
were clearly dying away.

My conceptual ideas of the shoot were
more or less carried through. I certainly got
the camera in close, but I was disappointed
by the sharpness of many of the shots.  My
Olympus mju2 decided to have one of its
blurry sessions so that I managed only
about seven critically-sharp shots. Luckily,
for once, the best-composed shots were all
pretty sharp.

Some weeks later I was travelling south
on business, and had the opportunity to try
to photograph the Angel again. The weath-
er was not encouraging when I pulled into
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the lay-by. I had to sit in the car to await
the passing of a rain shower, which eased
off after about ten minutes.

The area of ground around the Angel
had been smoothed and turfed over with
new grass since my earlier visit. The wind
was from the south and I chose to fly my
Devotion to Motion delta-Conyne kite.

A couple of minutes later I had the kite
up high enough to attach the camera and I
was soon shooting and walking around to
different locations. The sky was grey and
overcast and spits of rain were still falling.
By using 800 ASA film I was able to get
some decent shots despite the miserable
conditions [above].

KAP NOT ALWAYS APT

The past few weeks have brought me to
what I feel is some sort of understanding
of this sculpture and its meaning to the
people of this part of the north of England.

The whole Tyneside area has suffered
the decline of its traditional heavy engi-
neering and shipbuilding industries. There
has been in recent years some rejuvena-
tion and the recovery of purpose in the

area. The Angel of the North has been de-
signed to use and embody the heavy engi-
neering skills and materials of the people
of the area.

The structure of the piece is visible, fil-
lets providing both vertical form and
strength. The spread of the arms is very
powerful. This angel is not for flying; to me
it symbolises pride and protection, a family
feeling, an embodiment of the traditional
Northerner's ability to fight back against
the odds. I hope the people of the area
come to appreciate the warmth and em-
brace of their wonderful sculpture—to me
it is marvelous.

I have come to terms with the compro-
mises associated with aerial photography
of such a structure. There is no doubt in my
mind that the sculpture was designed to
be viewed from an earthbound perspec-
tive. In truth, little is gained from aerial
photography in terms of impact.

But I know I will not stop trying to cap-
ture its moods, its colour changes and its
magnificent protective symbolism.

•æ
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[above L] Small Point, Maine by Terry Fos

[left]  Mattapoisett Light by Kevin O’Lear

[below L]  Monument Flags by Woody W

[above] Parent-Built Pla

[above R]  Oute

[r

[below]  Refurbishing Cape Ma
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brooxes better KAP controller mk II
by BROOKS LEFFLER

When I built my first Monopost™ rig last
year [æ 4.3], I found that it wouldn’t fit into
my usual carrying case unless I removed
my standard Futaba Attack-4 transmitter.
The time had come to repackage my trans-
mitter, in the fashion of Peter Bults [æ 3.3],
so as to make it more compact as well as
more efficient for KAP.

Peter decided that the
joysticks of model air-
plane flying are ill-suited
to KAP, and replaced them
with potentiometers and
switches.  All the rest of
the transmitter’s circuitry
remains intact.

Peter had physically cut
the circuit board in his
transmitter in order to put
the control section in a
“front” box, to be worn at
his side, leaving the trans-
mitter section, antenna,
and batteries in a “back”
box, to be worn behind
his back where the antenna was out of the
way of kite handling.  The two boxes were
joined by a 5-conductor cable.

Having only a dangerous amount of
knowledge of things electronic, though, I
didn’t have the guts to cut the circuit
board.  After some earlier experimentation,
for this one I put only the batteries, meter,
charge plug, and power switch in the back
box, to be stuck in my pocket; and the an-
tenna with the controls in the front box, to
be held in my right hand or hung by a plas-
tic hook from my pocket.

I have used a frame counter on all my
own rigs for some time, and strongly rec-
ommend it.  The one shown was until this
year the only one widely available, through
Radio Shack (RSU 10524528, catalog only).
In this case I took the back off of it and
used an N battery instead of the standard
AA.  There’s an even better, more compact

one now available from
Radio Shack (RSU
11907219).

Instead of the rotary
potentiometers that Peter
had used for pan and tilt, I
used a slider pot for tilt
and a spring-loaded on-
off-on SPDT toggle switch
to control the pan servo,
which had been modified
[æ 4.2] for endless bi-di-
rectional rotation.  And
while it wasn’t as out of
the way as the antenna
behind Peter’s back, I fit-
ted the front box with a
12-inch detachable “rub-

ber duck” antenna instead of the standard
1-meter telescopic one. [R/C Power Duck,
Smiley Antenna Co., 408 La Cresta Heights
Rd, El Cajon, CA 92021. (619) 579-8916]

This transmitter has been quite reliable;
it was easy to build and tune, and has giv-
en me good service from the start.

Since then I’ve built one more transmit-
ter like this one, and that adventure is
worth noting.  Though I laid out the circuit-
ry a bit differently, it was essentially the
same sort of conversion—but it didn’t work
as well.  I had lots of problems with what I
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thought was servo crosstalk: jumpy servos,
erratic behavior, loss of control.  But it was
on and off—inconsistent and very frustrat-
ing.

AM VS. FM

The only significant difference between
the two rigs was that my system was FM
and the later one was AM, which up to that
point I had thought made little difference
for KAP.  So I did some research and
learned that the main advantage of FM
systems is that they are much better at
rejecting interference.  I supposed that
crosstalk would be reduced as well in an
FM rig.

At the same time, eye-flier/neighbor
Gary Thurmond decided to test all the 72
mHz frequencies for 24 hours with his re-
cording scanner, and found that some of
our so-called reserved r/c channels are full
of interfering signals.  One of the dirtiest
channels was the one on which the rig I
was trying to tune was operating!

So I traded the old AM system for a new
Tower FM one on a different channel, and
the problems with tuning the new rig went
away.

[These “dirty” frequencies will differ from
locale to locale, but I’d advise that you
spend a little extra money for FM, and get
yourself a spare set of crystals for another
frequency to try in case your gear is acting
strangely.]

THE CONVERSION

This conversion is based on a Tower Hob-
bies 4FM radio, which is a basic Futaba sys-
tem under the skin, but as long as your
circuit board will fit in the box, there’s no
reason why the process could not be
adapted to any r/c 4-channel system.  In-
deed, I’m publishing this mostly to give you
the shape of the project, more than step-
by-step details, so improvise as necessary.

As in a lot of things KAP, there aren’t many
rules!

Controls are provided for pan (ch. 4), tilt
(ch. 3), shutter (ch. 2), and format (ch. 1).  I
won’t discuss format control here except to
say that I used a simple SPDT (on-on) toggle

Continued on page 20
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“rubber duck” antenna
attaches here

switch for that, the topmost one on the
new box.  [Indeed, I haven’t yet built a Ho-
Ver Monopost, but my transmitter is ready!]
More about format control in a future is-
sue.  For now, ignore that circuit.

NOTE: The toggle switch pan control will
work successfully only with the endless
servo rotation conversion discussed in my
article in æ 4.2.  If you want to use a stan-
dard servo, use the same circuit schematic
for pan as shown for tilt, and substitute a
rotary 5K pot for the slider.

The drawings are to scale and show ev-
ery detail with reasonably accuracy,
though I’ve simplified by leaving out
mounting screws, interior molding com-
plexities, and details of circuit boards that
are simply installed intact.  In the closeup
view of the circuit board, some circuits are
connected by the foil on the board itself,
shown in grey; solder joints are shown as
white circles or ovals.

My circuit board layout is just one way to
do it, not necessarily a shining example of
efficient layout—it’s only my second try at
such things—so don’t follow it slavishly.  In
fact, I did it completely differently with the
later rig, and would no doubt change it
again with the next one.

MATERIALS

I used two identical plastic boxes [PacTec
model K-TS, from Tech America] to house
this conversion; their model K-TT has even
more room in it.]  In the interests of space I
have not shown the battery box.  It’s a fair-
ly simple  thing to figure out even if you
don’t know much about electronics, so
you’re on your own.

The boxes are connected by two feet of
4-conductor telephone cord; two of the
conductors carry + and - signal to the cir-
cuit board and two of them carry back the
signal for the meter.

Continued from page 19
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For pan, tilt, & shutter controls I used the
following bits & pieces. (NOTE: Although the
format circuitry shows in the drawings, I’ve
left those components off this list):

1 - printed circuit board
(Radio Shack #276-150), trimmed to fit.

1 - 5Kohm carbon slide potentiometer
(Digi-Key #CT2309-ND)

2 - 25kohm multi-turn trimmer pots
(Digi-Key #3299Y-253-ND)

1 - 5Kohm multi-turn trimmer pots
(Digi-Key #3299Y-502-ND)

2 - 1Kohm 1/4 w resistors

3 - 2.2Kohm 1/4 w resistors

1 - SPDT toggle switch
(Digi-Key #CKN1006-ND)

1 - Tiny pushbutton, DPST
(Digi-Key #CKN4054-ND)

24 gauge hookup wire

Continued on page 28
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There is nothing more intriguing or
thought-provoking than a KAP photo in the
hands of a newcomer to our activities. Per-
haps that first photo is what keeps us go-
ing. Or is it the attention we get from just
doing it? We all long for recognition of our
accomplishments, and that is perhaps the
reason why many reader/contributors
would appreciate having four center Gal-
lery pages in the aerial eye.

As we progress in our activities we learn
and share our new ideas, techniques, and
adventures. And in all our activities, we
build upon what is the most important
part of our KAP: the photography we pro-
duce.

The aerial eye publication was not creat-
ed as a medium for photographer recogni-
tion. The Gallery for the most part is to ex-
press by example of what can be accom-
plished by using the techniques that the
publication conveys. And that is why æ’s
editor always needs your voluntary contri-
butions.

If you’re looking for photo recognition or
the sale of your work you can start by con-
tacting your local news media for a possi-
ble cover story. Then you will have some
credibility to approach local galleries. Also
use copies of your photos in the aerial eye
as an example. You will build a portfolio
needed to approach the many hundreds of
markets.

To get your photos published as a
freelancer you need to remember these
points:

•  Editors need photos; you need $$$

•  You’re the boss; you have the control
and freedom to choose the subjects

•  You will be paid for what you love

•  You will impress your friends and
build a sense of confidence

Why not to freelance:

•  You need a steady paycheck

•  You can’t stand rejection

Methods to get your photos published;

•  Query a publication directly

•  Work with a writer

•  Place your images in a stock house

•  Make a wish on a falling star…take
the chance, new ideas sometimes make it
big!

To query a newspaper or magazine di-
rectly, pick one you know and study the
publication closely. Find out who is the
managing editor and who is the photo edi-
tor. Do they credit photographers or just
stock houses? Write the photographic edi-
tor about their needs. Propose a story (or
photo essay) to the managing editor and
send with your transparency dupes or
prints.

Important terms and lingo;

•  SASE —Self- Addressed Stamped En-
velope — what you need to include with
every submission to a publication.

•  Copyright —what you own the in-
stant you take a photo; publications typi-
cally buy “one-time rights” though some
want “all rights” too.

•  Model release —what you need if an
image of a person (or place) will be used in
advertising.  Most editorial uses (maga-
zines & newspapers) do not need them.
[When in doubt, get a release. —ed.]

free wind & freelancing
by RANDY BOLLINGER, Ferguson, Missouri
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•  Speculation — the condition on
which many editors approve a proposal; it
basically means that if they don’t like what
you send them, you earn nothing.

•  Kill Fee — a payment made when a
commissioned project is canceled.

There are many more terms that apply,
which can be found along with a large list
of markets in the Photographer’s Market
Book; Writer’s Digest Books, by F&W Publi- •æ

cations, 1507 Dana Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
45207.  Cost is about US$25.00.

What am I doing with KAP photos:  I
like working with special effects using Ado-
be Print Shop to create the unforeseen as
in the example below.  I’m working with
falconers on an article about training their
birds to hunt. The idea came from meeting
and talking with them while KAPing at a
park.
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lowland KAP
by PETER van ERKEL, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

fig. 2

Earlier this year Brooks Leffler and his
wife Gretchen visited Belgium and the
Netherlands. Besides seeing the Low Lands
from a ship (look at his picture in the previ-
ous Gallery ) he wanted to meet with the
Dutch subscribers of the æ.

So all Dutch æ subscribers were invited
for a KAP get-together at a restaurant in
the countryside outside Amsterdam. Of the
six subscribers, five—Paul Breddels, Henk
Breedland, Peter Bults, Peter van Erkel and
Leo van Zantvoort—showed up. Henk
Breedland traveled through half of the
country with his neighbour and fellow
KAPer Anne Gispen to be there.

Although subscribers of the æ have met
all over the world at various Kite Festivals,
this was the first occasion initiated by the
aerial eye.

The first part of the meeting we used to
look at the results of a lot of Low Land KAP.
Kindly, Brooks devoted the Gallery page of
the previous issue to some of it.

The second part we all demonstrated
our rigs, hanging them from a table um-
brella, and discussed about hook-up, servos
and other everyday KAP subjects.

After lunch we tried to fly our kites in
the adjacent park to make some pictures,
but regretfully while the first kites were up,
two foresters came and urged us to bring
down our kites.

The heather area where we were was a
restricted area, and to protect the sheep,
cows and birds, kite flying was not allowed.

So we finished a very interesting day on
the terrace, behind a beer. •æ

photos by Gretchen Leffler
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What can you do when the weather just
won’t cooperate, but (for historical record-
ing) you really need to get some aerial
views?

Try TAP—Tree Aerial Photography!

Using KAP methods and equipment, little
extra is needed except a way to get your
camera into a prospective tree that affords
the best view possible.

We are adding onto our house, and I
wanted to record the construction process.
But the weather was unfavorable: no wind,
or gusty winds often accompanied by rain
or snow.

For my first attempts I used a long stiff
fishing pole to launch the line. I passed my
kite line through the tip guide and at-
tached a 10-ounce lead ball fishing sinker. I
spread the line out on the ground so there
was enough to go over the tree and back
to the ground.

It took a few tries to toss my line over
the intended branch of a hemlock tree.
First I tried just picking up the sinker end
and walking it back to my work area, but
there is too much friction from the branch-
es for this to work well.

Next time I attached one of my walk-
down pulleys with a long dowel attached
to prevent the pulley from tipping over.
Then I ran another kite line through the
pulley and hauled it up into the tree.

I put another pulley at ground level mak-
ing this an endless loop of line to which I
could attach my KAP rig and haul it into the
tree quite easily.

The walkdown pulleys I used were made
following the example of Otto Böhnke,

whom I met at FLiBB ’96. They use ball-
bearing screen door rollers and a couple of
pieces of stainless steel or aluminum for
the cheeks.

After hauling my music-box-movement
rig with Canon A-6 camera into the tree I
locked the lines so gravity would not bring
the rig down until I was ready, The clamp I
used is for reclosing plastic bags.

My main improvement to this method
would be to make a strong slingshot to
shoot the fishing weight more accurately
over the branches and to use a reel that
allows the line to run out as freely as possi-
ble.

When there is no wind, this type of set-
up is worth your consideration in your arse-
nal of tricks and takes up little extra room
in your gear, if you don’t mind shots nearer
to the earth versus no shots at all.

a KAP alternative
BY HENRY JEBE, Douglas, Alaska
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ends of the tilt and format axis bolts after
assembly is complete.

Tilt frame (8) inside dimensions are 6-5/
8" wide with equal legs 2-1/4" each. The 1/
4" slotted hole is 7/8" long. The right end of
this slot is 3-1/8" from the inside of the
right leg of this frame.

The slot is obviously not centered. To
maintain perfect balance in the rig when
format is changed, the extreme left side of
the slot is used for horizontal format, and
the extreme right for vertical format. For
change of format, the slot makes it unnec-
essary to remove the format axis wing nut
and washer.  Simply loosen, rotate and
slide camera, re-tighten. Note: A 1/4" I.D.
rubber fender washer (1-1/4" O.D., about 1/
8" thick) is interposed between tilt and
format frames. This gives a good positive
lock without excessive tightening of the
format axis wing nut. Install the tilt axis
bolts and assemble tilt to main frame as
shown in figure #1.

SPINE & PENDULUM

The spine (1) is 8" long overall and was
cut out of 3/4" x 1/8" aluminum stock with
a jig saw to the shape illustrated in figure 1.
The paired line attachment “knobs” at the
ends of the spine were made from 3/16"

diameter aluminum Pop® rivet shells,
shortened to 1/8" length, and attached to
the down-turned ends of the spine by
through-bolting with 1/8" diameter stain-
less steel bolts and lock nuts. A drop of
epoxy was placed beneath these lock nuts
for added security. Fine sandpaper, steel
wool, and a fine rotary wire brush were
used to smooth any rough areas on the
knobs or spine that might be abrasive to
the kite line.

Line path through the knobs is as illus-
trated in figure #1. Note: Tension in the kite
line, and the resultant friction between line
and knobs, keeps the spine securely in
place without any slide; however, should
any one knob shear off, the spine could
separate completely from the line. I haven’t
had this happen even in 30 mph winds, but
I always use a safety-wrap of Velcro that
tightly encircles both spine and line.

The centered pivot axis hole in the spine
is 13/64" diameter. The spine (1) is secured
to the pendulum (2) with a stainless steel
10-24 x 3/4" socket head cap screw and
stainless steel nylon insert lock nut. Three
Teflon® washers (Small Parts Inc., Part No.
O-WTFA-10) are interposed between all
metal-to-metal surfaces of the pendulum
pivot axis. The aluminum surfaces that con-
tact these Teflon washers were polished
with 600 grit sandpaper. Note: This pivot
dampens secondary pendulum swings and
must be kept tight, but not so tight as to
block primary pendulum swing. With a
little practice I soon learned how tight to
keep this axis under various flying condi-
tions.

The pendulum (2) is 9 1/8" long (tall) af-
ter bending as illustrated in figure #1. A 13/
64" hole is drilled in the upper end to ac-
commodate the pendulum pivot axis bolt,
and a 1/4" hole in horizontal portion of the
lower end to accept the pan axis bolt. Se-
cure the pendulum to the pan axis bolt

Continued from page 7
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(pinion shaft) with a 1/4"-20 nylon insert
lock nut. Note: First adjust the jam nut to a
very gentle finger-tight tension. Then select
the desired rotational position of the pen-
dulum, and securely tighten the 1/4"-20
nylon insert lock nut, while holding the jam
at finger-tight tension with a second
wrench.

ON WEIGHT & WIND

I live in coastal Georgia where moderate
or higher winds are the rule during por-
tions of most days. I’ve had no trouble lift-
ing this rig in moderate (8-15 mph) winds
with two to four 8-foot ultra-light delta-
Conynes, or a single Sutton Flowform 16 in
higher (15+ mph) winds. In moderate
winds, the rig’s weight seems to largely
prevent pendulum “blow-away” as a cause
of photo horizon tilt. In higher winds some
tilt occurs on lateral shots, but I’ve learned
the format axis permits me to appropriate-

ly tilt the camera a bit “cockeyed”, and fre-
quently fully compensate for this.

In moderate and higher winds the rig is
about as light as I want it to be; however,
because I also want to be able to take ad-
vantage or the Rebel X’s optical quality and
versatility on rare light (5-8 mph) wind days,
I plan to build a similar, but lighter, “single-
kite” version for use on those days, when
blow-away isn’t a problem anyway.

In the light wind version, batteries will
probably be AAA metal-hydride, axis bolts
changed to nylon (or aluminum), and struc-
tural components fabricated from 1/16"
thick aluminum (spine and format bracket
will probably remain 1/8" thick). A micro
servo and micro remote switch will be
used for shutter release, and all wiring will
be shortened as much as possible. I’m
shooting for a weight that’s a few ounces
under two pounds. Wish me luck!

When calling a particular flight phase,
the transmitter puts the rig in a prepro-
grammed attitude, but you retain full con-
trol to deviate from it. I am still experiment-
ing with it, but I think this is a very handy
feature!

What I like very much is that my trans-
mitter has a big LCD display that can be
switched to various views or screens. One
of them is a screen giving my name, the
name of the model currently being flown,
the total time flown with this model, the
duration of the current flight, the battery
voltage, and the time flown since the bat-
tery was last recharged.

I also frequently use a screen that shows
me a graphical position of each servo to-
gether with its position as a percentage
number. Even if you can’t see what way
your camera is pointing, you can get it from

the display, provided that you calibrated
the system before the flight.

I can program a “lap counter” in such a
way that when I take a picture, it adds one
to the counter. I can then recall anytime
that counter screen and see how many
pictures I took. But I found it handier to
build into my transmitter one of those tiny
counters [e.g Radio Shack RSU 11907219]
with a microswitch sensing the picture-
taking stick. This counter is powered by a
tiny lithium battery and has its own little
LCD display, so I have a direct view of the
number of pictures taken at all times.

Well, those are some of the advantages
of my new transmitter. I am excited to
learn more and more of its possibilities
that make life on the ground easier and
allow me to have the camera up there in
better picture-taking positions. I found in
my latest series of pictures that the fram-
ing was better than before! •æ

Continued from page 9
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DOING IT

Carefully dismantle your transmitter,
saving everything except the antenna, joy-
sticks, and case.  Cut the twisted wires
leading to the joysticks right next to the
pots therein so as to have plenty of wire to
work with.  The other end of each of these
twisted 3-wire sets is connected on the
Tower/Futaba radio to a servo reversing
switch.

Mount the circuit board as shown; I used
nylon 6-32 screws and nuts, with nylon
spacers holding the added board above the
components on the lower one.  Lay out the
pots, servos, and switches so
that everything is accessible
that needs to be, each item
has its own space, and the
case will close without short-
ing anything.

The schematics show the
way to connect the 3-wire set
from each channel 2, 3, and 4
to the new components.  Red
(+) and black (-) can usually be
reversed without effect; be
sure the control wire (colored
differently with each set) is
placed as shown.

When you get it all soldered together,
set all the trimmers to their midpoints.
You can hear a faint click when they come
to the end of their travel; then back off half
way.  Most multi-turn pots are 12 or 25
turns end to end.

Then give it the smoke test: turn on
transmitter and receiver with servos at-
tached, and watch everything jump and
glitch.  If nothing smells, that's a promising
sign!

Disconnect all but one servo and tune
the trimmers for that one separately until
the end points are where you want them.
Repeat for each other servo.

You’ll find that what you
do to the trimmers on one
servo often influences what
the other servos do, especial-
ly when the trimmers are at
the ends of their travel.  You’ll
also discover that one trim-
mer on the tilt circuit is best
used to adjust one end point
and the other the opposite.

Be not discouraged!  Tun-
ing is the most frustrating
part.  But once you get the
hang of it, your new rig will
all settle down and work just
the way you hoped! •æ

Continued from page 21
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•æ

With the receiver turned off, gently turn
the servo by hand clockwise until it hits the
internal mechanical stop. Mark the posi-
tion. Turn the servo counterclockwise until
you hit the other stop. Mark the position.

Turn on the receiver and transmitter.
Move the stick and trim tab together to
their full travel in each direction and verify,
using the marked positions of the mechan-
ical stops, that the servo does not hit the
stops in either direction.

With any luck you have increased the
travel of your servo beyond 90 degrees. If
full stick travel on the transmitter causes
the servo to hit a mechanical stop a third
resistor (same value as the first two) may
be required. With the additional resistor
there are three possible adjustments that
may solve this problem.

1) Insert the resistor in parallel with ei-
ther of the other two resistors. This will
offset the zero position of the servo, in-
crease servo travel and introduce some
non linearity between stick and servo posi-
tion. The direction of the offset depends on
which of the two resistors you parallel with
the third. If the servo still hits the stop, par-
allel the other resistor. If the servo then
hits the other mechanical stop, try method
2.

2) Insert the resistor in series with either
of the other two resistors. This will offset
the zero position of the servo, decrease
servo travel and introduce some nonlineari-
ty between stick and servo positions. If the
servo still hits the mechanical stop, install
the resistor in series with the other of the
first two. If the servo then hits the other
mechanical stop, try method 3.

3) Insert the resistor between the con-
nected ends of the first two resistors and
the center terminal of the pot. This will

reduce the servo travel, possibly to less
than 90 degrees.

If the servo hits a mechanical stop at
either end of its travel it may also be possi-
ble to use the trim tab to shift the range
away from that stop. Take care to maintain
the trim setting. The servo draws consider-
able power and may damage itself when
run up against the stops.

•æ

I’m not suggesting that anyone should
elevate their rigs with 100 lb. test line. Even
on light wind days, there’s simply not
enough room for error with line this thin
(unless you’re real brave in an isolated area
where a mishap wouldn’t allow the kite
and rig to fly into restricted airspace or
onto a busy highway). I am suggesting that
200 lb. test Kevlar might be an option for
many KAPers on light or moderate wind
days.

Remember: a good flyfisherman can
land a 6 lb. trout with 4 lb. test line. Per-
haps an experienced KAPer can similarly
push the kiteline’s limits; just don’t forget
the added cost and safety concerns.

in the winter issue:

FIRST RIGS,
FIRST PHOTOS
Let's hear from KAP's

newcomers, and those
yet unpublished!

AD & COPY DEADLINE:
November 10, 1998

Continued from page 12

Continued from page 13
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aerialetters

Everybody’s doing it, even a few that
aren’t Eye-Fliers!  See æ 3.2 for the old tim-
ers; here are some recent additions:

http://www.kitephotos.com/
[Michael Alpert]

http://www.parlorcity.com/tbwp/tbkp.htm
[Thomas Bennett]

http://members.aol.com/kitecamera
[François Demont]

http://members.aol.com/kapl
[Marc Guétré]

http://www.execpc.com/~kroeger
[Scott Kroeger]

http://ourworld.compuserve.com/ homep-
ages/KraftSchmidt/kap.htm

[Kraft Schmidt]

http://users.iafrica.com/g/gt/gthomas
[Glen Thomas]

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/pnhtml/
pnlwrnc.html

[Library of Congress; George Lawrence]

KAP web sites

PICAVET QUESTIONS

In the back issues I was looking for de-
tailed info on the Picavet suspension: Won-
dering how long the suspension lines
should be? The difference between an 18
inch cross arm and a smaller one? How far
apart the attachment points to the line?
Will a lark’s head with rings work? Or
should I use a “hang up” type device? I am
going to build a simple rig with a dether-
mal timer for a trigger for my first one.

Steve Clayton
US Armed Forces, Europe

The definitive article on Picavet suspen-
sion ran in æ 1.4, now out of print.  We
printed the basic threading diagram last
issue, but probably should reprint the
whole article or a new one. [Note to new
editors!]

Suspension lines: With a 4" X, I use a sin-
gle line of about 35-40 feet (7 arm-spans),
which lets the rig hang about 4 ft [1.2m]
below the flying line.

The primary difference between an 18-
inch [45cm] cross arm and a smaller one is
lots of unnecessary weight and windage.
Everybody starts big and works down; min-
imum practical seems to be about 4"
[10cm] across.

Attachment points to the kite line are
about 4 feet apart with the dimensions
given above.  Try to have the inner Picavet
lines just above the X form an equilateral
triangle.

Regarding lark’s head vs. hangups, any-
thing that works will work!  Many of the
German guys use a string loop tied in a
Prussik knot, but I think you need pretty
heavy flying line and light line for the loop

for it to work right.  I made brooxes
hangup™ for two reasons:  easy on & off,
and minimal stress on the flying line due to
relatively large-diameter wraps around the
fitting.  —bgl

correction
Since the directory was compiled for the

last issue, Claudio Del Greco has changed
his email address.  Please change it to
Interfuture@forum.it •æ
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I stumbled across the reference to Chris
Benton’s KAP website in the recent Whole
Earth Digest.  It got me interested in trying
kite aerial photography again.

Several years ago I tried some work us-
ing the guts of a Radio Shack r/c car, with
the steering servo pushing the button of a
camera hung from a very primitive rig—just
a bar attached to the kite line with a ball
head bolted to it.

With a Maine vacation imminent, I pur-
chased a [Greens] camera cradle from Into
the Wind, in the interest of time.  I built a
Picavet using aluminum L bar and blocks
from the local hardware store.

The ice cube timer sounded ideal, so I
tried that.  A lever over the shutter release
of a Kodak one-use panoramic camera
with a rubber band pulling it down, and a
string looped around an ice cube hung un-
der the bottom bracket.  It worked fine for
the first shot, but re-loading ice cubes onto
the rig hanging from a kite proved too diffi-
cult for regular use.

The local hobby shop did not have de-
thermalizing timers, so I bought a kitchen
wind-up timer at the supermarket.  I re-
moved the case and mounting the guts of
the timer to a piece of wood with epoxy,
and taped it to the cradle above the cam-
era.

I drilled a hole in the timer dial and in-
serted an “S” hook which attached to the
shutter via a length of string.  Initially, the
rubber band was too strong and pulled the
timer down.  I discovered that if I length-
ened the string and wound the timer fur-
ther up, the force was less straight down,
and the rig worked fine, giving me a reli-

able 3 to 4 minute delay (starting at 8 or 9
on the timer dial).

I also found that the cheap blocks were
binding up more than working, so removed
them, using the split rings alone, which
worked much better.

Once I was confident with the kite and
cradle’s performance, I substituted an
Olympus Infinity Stylus Epic for the one-
shot Kodak camera.  It is nice, being light
and having a relatively wide 35mm lens.
For shots where the camera’s front was
visible, I was able to set the flash to “flash
for each shot,” which give a perfect visual
indication that the shutter had released.
Otherwise I just timed the delay.

I’m happy with the results I got [see
page 16].  There’s definitely something to
be said for an r/c system where one can
pan and tilt without reeling the camera in
after every shot, and where one can time
the photos between gusts of wind, but
that’s a project for another time. •æ

an experience in low-tech KAP
by TERRY FOSS, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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[above]  Grand-Place de Sars, Belgium by Jean-Edouard Cantinieaux

[below]  Staircase Locks, Canal du Midi, France by Frank Louwers


